**ILOLANTE**

Written by Gilbert & Sullivan.

The MIT Gilbert & Sullivan Players.

Stage direction by Marlin Leeds Carroll.

from 4:30-4:40, April 23-22 and 27-29.

**LULU**

By Frank Wedekind and Alban Berg.

Lowell House Opera.

Agassiz Theatre, Radcliffe Yard.

by JONATHAN RICHDON

G O TO ILOLANTE. It's delightfully sung, well-acted, witty directed, and simply masses of fun.

The 25-year-old Strephon is half-man, half-fairy — quite a predicament to be in when your immortal fairy mother, Iolanthe, always looks like a girl of 17 and your fiancee isn't convinced that she is your father.

As the atmosphere walks through the doors of the theater, they are drawn into the story weaves between the absurd and the serious.
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